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Coalition encourages sportsmanship
By Catherine Spencer
Senior Staff Writer
Whether it’s Latrell Sprewell
choking his coach or Roberto
Alomar spitting in the face of an
umpire, gross misconduct and
bad sportsmanship could tarnish the public’s perception of
sports.
"There has been a general
deterioration in sports," said
Tom Houston, executive vice
president of Character Counts!
Coalition. "Athletes are looked
up to as role models and some
don’t live up to expectations."
To combat the deplorable
behavior and poor showmanship

Boys and Girls
exhibited by a few
Little
Clubs,
athletes, Houston "The team has
Leagues and other
said the Character
organizations."
Counts! Coalition rules... We all
Houston said. "We
was launched in
behave
to
have
had to do some1993 by top educathing to try to
tional and youth like adults on
improve the image
service organizathe court."
and character of
tions.
sports and athcoalition
The
brings professional
Gary Mano letes."
The Character
players and former assistant women’s
Counts! Coalition
to
Olympians
coach
volleyball
has also enlisted
schools and college
the support of
campuses to teach
and train students in the impor- hundreds of athletic directors
and coaches around the country
tance of character.
"We develop and provide vari- to achieve its goals, including
programs, curriculum, several at San Jose State
ous
teaching materials and videos to University.

Staff sells wares;
displays talents

Signing a Declaration of
Character, nine coaches at 5151:
have pledged to instill and reinforce good character in athletes
and prepare them to deal with
the challenges and obligations of
being a celebrity.
"One of the purposes of sports
is to build character and .Triod
values," said Gary Mae SJSU
assistant women’s V. yball
coach. "By signing a declaration,
we are taking a stand against all
the terrible things going on in
sports."
Mann said refocusing and
emphasizing to players why the
world has sports may stop sonic,
See Character, page

Dec l arat ion of Character
toadies at ’,psi,’ who 11.1\ 1,1Ctigt-d tO instill and reinforce good character in young
atIllytc, and prepare them to deal with the ,hallenges ot sportsmanship.

Former Director of Athletics
"hint Brennan
"Interim Athletic Director
n I CWiS

"Assistant Athletic Director
John Ralston
"Men’s Basketball Coach
Stdii N1( irrkon
Women’s Basketball Coach
Karen ittith

-Women’s Gymnastic Coach
Jackie Walker
*Cross Country Coach
Augie Argahright
-Women’s Volleyball Coach
Craig Choate
"Assistant Women’s Volleyball
Coach
Clary Mani)

Christmas currents

Development and Operations planner.
"You don’t realize what talent is here.
This is a good way to show people we
aren’t just secretaries."
Thompson displayed Ukrainian eggs
she had made. She said she learned
how to do this in a one -day class she
By Shayda Fat hipour
took. The eggs are hollowed out, wax is
Staff Writer
applied with a special tool to make
intricate designs then they are dipped
San Jose State University staff and into dye.
"I start with the lightest color to the
faculty rolled out their handmade
and darkest. If I do layers it changes the
wreaths,
dolls
Christmas
Ukrainian wax eggs for a Holiday colors like if I put red over orange it
Artique, which sponsers say was a suc- will change," Thompson said.
It takes her about four hours from
cessful event on Thursday.
"Everyone here is on staff" said start to finish to create an egg design.
Karin Walker, from the Department of She said the eggs were originally an
Aerospace Studies. "They all took a Easter tradition, but it expanded to
Christmas with a star that means
vacation day to be here."
The staff Artique was started three longevity, happiness and good life.
Thompson is now learning Chinese
years ago by Alice Standish from Mail
Services and Evet Dixon from brush painting and hopes to bring it to
and next year’s event.
Development
Facilities
Browsers looked at the many tables
Operations.
"It was originally an idea to give of crafts.
"I came to relax and look around
staff exposure to the public," said
Lloyda Thompson, a retired Facilities
See Artique, page 8

Handmade dolls, eggs,
wreaths show off and
sold at annual Artique in
time for holiday season

Memorial tree to light up
’Christmas in the Park’
By Yvonne Ohumukini-Urness
Staff Writer
Honoring and remembering loved
ones will be the focus of a holiday
memorial tree in downtown’s Plaza de
Caesar Chavez.
Sponsored by Hospice of the Valley,
the 40-foot "Tree of Life" will be
adorned with hundreds of lights
symbols of individuals being honored
or memorialized. The name of each
individual will be printed in a "Light
up a Life" booklet that will be available
at Saturday’s lighting ceremony.
"It’s a wonderful event," said
Hospice Executive Director Barbara
Noggle. "Once the switch is thrown and
the tree is lighted you can just see how
important it is to the people."
The $15 donation for each name also
includes the individual’s name in the
permanent "Light up a Life" book located in the hospice office.
"Christmas in the Park has been
wonderful to us," Noggle said. "The
first year we had one of the little trees,
but two or three years ago they
assigned us the permanent, 40-foot tree."
The 5:30 p.m. ceremony will include
a presentation by "Common Unity," a
gospelsinging group from San Jose, mllowed by the lighting of the tree,
"It’s very moving," Noggle said.
"Memories and honor and remembering is so important in one’s grief."
Hospice of the Valley has provided
care for terminally ill patients and
their loved ones for over 18 years. The
hospice provides nursing care, social
work, home health aides, pastoral care

"It’s very moving...
Memories and honor
and remembering is so
important in one’s
grief."
Barbra Noggle,
hospice executive director
and volunteers.
"We offer a completely enhanced,
multi-disciplinary approach to caring
for the terminally ill person and his or
her family members in the patient’s
home," Noggle said.
Funds from the Tree of Life are used
to care for people who do not have
insurance or whr, are underinsured.
They are also used to support the hospice’s bereavement program.
"We offer individual bereavement
counseling or group counseling to stir viving loved ones for up to 13 months
Mier the death of a patient," Nogghi
said.
All of the hospice’s services are pro.
vided at no charge to the patient or
their fondly.
According to Noggle, the lighting of
the tree each year is an important
experience
"It’s one more way of expressing how
important that person was in lair life,"
Noggle said
The tree will be on display through out the holiday season.

Mist. O’Leary .tip,W.rt Owl%
Tru Nguyen, Tri Le and John Pham, electronic technology majors, work on their final project, a functioning
Christmas scene. for Dr. Mohan Kinils InstrumPrIlatiori arid Automation class on Thursday afternoon The class has been
working on the projects for almost a month the rifled is to practice mechanical and electrical skills learned this semester

U.S. draws Iran in World Cup soccer
By Adam Billingion
Staff Writer
The Americans are going to liaise
111 World
their work cut out for
Cup ’9S.
The much antic Tilted World Cup
soccer draw was held Thursday at
Stade Velodrome in Paris ’1111,
Americans didn’t pet their dream
draw, hut they
didn’t get their
nightmare draw
either.
The American
squad will be
Gsr)us A
against
pitted
1. Brazil
three -t line World
2 Scotland
Cup and current
European cham
3. Morocco
pion Germany,
4. Norway
two time
the
European chamGR(.)UP E
pionship finalist
1. Nether lands
Yugoslavia and
2. Belgium
political foe Iran.
According to
3. South Korea
FIFA. the soccer
4. Mexico
governworld’s
body.
ing
Germany is ranked second in the
world. Yugoslavia is ranked 22nd, the
US. is ranked 29th iind Iran is ranked
50th as of Nov. 20
In an interview on ESPN2 fillowmg
the draw, U.S National coach Steve
Sampson seemed content. Ho spoke of

tIii ss k thi \ met icon,
to make it into thiec,oel round i he
tournt meta
1.11,,, goal. t hi,c nis dtean,
to get to Ow the third round.- -.11,1
ording to the ,A,sociated
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tic’
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fir Iran -i111,11 Ariloa ).;(s ,,nti nation
he expri.!,i1 int,r,--4 in playing
l’S team i,ipt.iin John Ilarkes told
the Associ.ired Ilre--s. "It’s ii tough
verv disciplined."
11cr ( ’,clammy
In a separate interview after the
dr,m. the Vog,,sLivirin (1Ticials
expressed sate.fietwo with their posi1,0111.V.. they are better than
t1.111
both Iran and
the l’.S and will
put up a fight to
take the top
spot away from
Germany
C2P,)tiP D
Although the
1 Spain
U.S. group will
2 Nigeria
he
difficult,
:grime() will not
3 Par aguay
have an easy
4 Bulgaria
either.
time
NItixicr) will face
H
GR
the Netherlands
1 Ai gentina
Belgium,
rind
hot h
strong
2 Japan
teams
South
3 Jam1101(10
Korea will fill in
4 Croatia
the group. The
top two spots in
that gr.aip are cq for grabs. The
ritherl a rids, ltelgi urn and Mexico
could ;ill easily win the group
Every World Cup teat ores a group
known as the "Group of 1)riath." The

1998 World Cup Draw
GR()IIP B
1. Italy
2. Chile
3. Camel non
4. Austria

GRour C
1. France
2. South Attica
3. Saudi Arabia
4 Defunct k

Gm )(is F
1 Get many
2. United States
3. Yugoslavia
4 Iran

GPruir G
1 Romania
2 Colombia
3 England
4. Tunisia

The I’S cc-ill icici start to prepare
for the toornament ci tilt si arm up
matches The team is set to face
European
’Joyce’ house
t he
Netherlands in a match in late
Coiwb Sampson rils0
Frihrtiary
expressed interest in playing against

See World Cup, page 8
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Difficulty in finding car insurance fueled by blemished driving record
all the car acci- ving record. I am not the best first year of driving
With
dents in the world, driver in the world, I must say. I that have dropped off
many have car insur- don’t have a polished driving and another ticket
On record. I’ve been driving for four that I went to traffic
inc,
for
protection.
years and I have three points on school for to avoid a
Saturday, mine will run out.
AAA is :It\ aiting my reply to my record. Two are from car point on my record.
rene ins insurance. This year I accidents in the last six months That’s why I’m not
w as paying i;2,500 annually. Ill and the other is a speeding tick- surprised about the
increase in my insurrenew my insurance. AAA quot- et I got in 1995.
I can hear it now, "Those ance rates.
ed an annual policy payment of
What I am sur$3,546. Giroduc,s. It you see women drivers..." Well, go
about is how INGRID
it.? I don’t ahead and talk. I’ve heard it all.
money growing on nprised
difficult it is to find insurance. 1
conic close to being able to The female Asian jokes, too,
I know three points is a lot of leased a 1996 Volkswagon Golf.
.01Ord that horrendous price.
But before I go further, I can- points in a relatively short My lease requires full coverage
not mislead you about my dri- amount of time. After all, there on the car. I’ve tried for a month
are points that I received in my to find it, but I just can’t,

Time’s running
and I have gotten quotes from
everyone under the
sun. I called generic
insurance companies such as Pro
West and Abraham
and Associates. I
thought going to
them would ensure
PEREZ lower rates. I was
wrong. They gave me some outrageous rates that didn’t even
compare to AAA.
So, I did what any desperate
I continued
person would do

Athletes’ character
memorable
coaches would like to
While plenty of
take credit for shaping the talents of
athletes such as Latrell Sprewell,
Roberto Molnar or Charles Barkley, few would
be as eager to volunteer as the one who influenced their unsportsmanlike behavior.
At a time when the media seems saturated
with the antics of athletes, it is important to
see the positive message that is sent out by the
Character Counts! Coalition.
We applaud the nine San Jose State
University coaches who signed the Declaration
of Character. which vows to fight bad behavior
and sub par sportsmanship.
The truth of the matter is that there is a relatively small number of athletes who behave
badly enough to become front page fodder for
the national news.
The other reality is that that’s all it takes.
A few bad apples can rotten the lot.
These nine individuals have taken steps to
positively influence the lives of today’s student
athletes and possibly tomorrow’s Olympians,
headliners and winners.
A coach’s job is not one to take lightly. The
impact a coach has on his or her athletes is
immeasurable.
Bad influences can take root as quick as
good influences.
The steps these coaches have taken will lay
the groundwork for strong character and the
possible implications of being a celebrity.
The pressures of being in the limelight are
often large.
Having backgrounds strongly rooted in good
sportsmanship can see them through the
shock of the spotlight when it is turned on
them.
Educating athletes today will stay with
them for their entire careers.
After all, their behavior will continue to
reflect on S.ISIT long after they have left.
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Cults destroy minds of followers
one has the
ability to control
440nce
someone’s mind,
they have the ability to control
someone’s will.., this ability
makes for a person prkssessing
great power."
The above could not be
more true.
Those who use mind control techniques to manipulate
others are on the same level as
"bottom-feeders,"
society’s
including child molesters and
drug dealers, in particular.
those who use their followers’
devotion for their own personal gain.., those
who persuade their followers to kill themselves
for "the cause."
Perhaps this is why I hold such great disdain
for cults and their leaders.
What’s even worse is cults aren’t just religiously based anymore. These manipulative
groups span all levels of society, including business, industry and the media. You can even
find some readily identifiable cult leaders on
the television or the web, pitching their "easy
solution for all life’s problems" with fantastically crafted pitches and plasticine grins.
It is here where I could list the names of
those responsible for some of the biggest and
most destructive cults and their leaders.
Following this listing would be a huge outpouring of letters from members of these groups
claiming I have been led astray and only they
know the true path to righteousness, happiness, etc.
Yet instead of the above fiasco, I would
rather provide a checklist, if you will, of signs
that someone involved in a cult group might
display.
These signs provided by Steven Hassan, a
leading cult researcher and mind control
expert, and the American Family Foundation,
a secular, non-profit group that researches psychological control techniques and their damaging consequences. Hopefully, with this informa-
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Staff Writer.

tion and the help of other, you or
someone you know can be rescued
from the gripe of a group who want
to take your mind and destroy it for
their own gain and power struggle.
Persons involved in a cult display the following signs:
Involvement in a group zealously focused on a living leader
with unquestioning commitment;
Presccupation with bringing
in new members for the group;
mind-numbing
Practicing
activities such as chanting, debilitating work routines and speaking
in denunciation sessions;
Display of an "us versus them" mentality
towards all persons outside of the group, including friends and family,
Devotion to a leader that is not accountable to any authority;
Following strict, leader -dictated rules
regarding behavior: how to act, think, behave
and who to socialize with and when.
Cults, according to Hassan, use techniques
of mind control that are four pronged. Cults
aim to control their members’ behavior, the
information they receive, their thoughts and
their emotions. Cult leaders also use techniques of physical deprivation, including sleep
and food deprivation, in order to further manipulate their followers.
We have laws that protect people from being
physically harmed by others, but when it comes
to emotional or psychological abuse protection,
we, as a society are at a lam.
This is why it is so important we watch out
for those we know and ourselves, to protect all
from the evil and immoral acts of cults and cult
leaders.
If you need any more convincing that cults
exist and they control and destroy their members in one way or another, simply remember
the faces of -Jonestown and Waco. They tell the
damaging story of mind-control and cults.
Kimberly Lamke is Opinion Editor of the
Spartan Daily.

any student signing up for a science class
For
next semester, you should carefully examine
the course description. A number of courses
in biology, anatomy and physiology are not for the
faint of heart.
Biology 2 requires students to slash open a
dead shark and fetal pig
to study and compare the
two different organ and
circulatory systems.
Physiology classes ask
students to dismember
small live, sedated rats
and frogs to analyze
muscle
functions. CATHERINE SPENCER
Also, students must
perform "pithing" where a sharp object is thrust
into an animal’s braincase and moved around vigorously to scramble the brain. The animal goes into
surgery but never comes out.
The Humane Society of the United States estimates that more than a million animals are injured
or killed every year in classroom labs and demonstrations. This is sick. It is morally and ethically
wrong to murder and mutilate animals even for the
sake of education. Universities, colleges, high
schools and middle schools should not be allowed to
sacrifice and harm small defenseless creatures.
Although a frog or shark may not have the same
emotional and mental capacities as a human, these
animals do experience pain, stress and deprivation.
The fear and trauma of being prepared for
surgery or feeling the sudden assault of a pithing
probe rammed into an animal’s brain is real.
Although some students may not participate in the
animal’s death, death necessarily precedes any dissection.
Many animals butchered and destroyed in classrooms are caught in the wild. Although the impact
of capturing animals for educational purposes has
not been calculated, this practice may hurt ecological balance.
Exposing students to animals preserved in
formaldehyde is another danger. Formaldehyde is a
suspected carcinogen and is harmful through direct
contact or if inhaled. Symptoms of exposure include
eye, nose and throat irritation, a persistent cough,
respiratory distress, skin irritation, nausea,
headache and dizziness.
One goal of education is to teach students compassion and respect for others. Carving up and
murdering animals undermines this ideal. Treating
animals as mere tools devalues life and strips away
a student’s compassion toward death.
It is time for educators pull their heads out this is the ’90s. There is a better and more humane
way to teach biology and other fields. CD roms,
models, videos and computer programs can convey
the same information cheaper, more effectively and
without callous brutality.
Catherine Speruer is a Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer

Solutions touted by CETI proponents could be solved on campus
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I’m trying to find a way to
make this work but I’ve
exhausted my options. People
have advised me to stay with
AAA because it’s the lowest rate
I’ll find. Maybe they’re right.
But I won’t stop trying. I still
have one hope. If there is a God,
this company will save me from
non-driving hell.

AMMACE. Mutilation of animals
in classes for sake of
learning unacceptable

IRAQ.

Editorial

my search.
When I tried to get a quote
rnfrom a credible insurance cornpany, particularly State Farm,
they wouldn’t even give me a
quote. Basically, when the secretary heard about my record,
she gave me the boot.
I understand the companies
are trying to protect their business. They don’t want to waste
time on the phone with a person
they won’t insure. But they
wouldn’t even refer me to another agency. Basically, the lady
from State Farm just hung up
on me. Thanks for the help.

N
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Ibelitive the plan to provide a new
infiirmation technology infrastructure to the CSII system by selling it
to a consortium of high tech firms is
one of the worst ideas and most discouraging plans CSU management has
ever devised.
It reminds me of the mass selloff in
the ’50s of our nation’s streetcar systems to a consortium called National
City Lines (NCIA. NCI1 was owned by
GM and oil and tire companies. After
NCL scrapped the street cars, sold
their buses and made the systems
dependent on their products, prices for
services shot through the roof and the
equipment deteriorated.
The motive behind the plan is profit. How that motive is going to coexist
with the mission of academia is a mystery to me.
The
California
Education
Technology Initiative plan seems to me

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
to be modeled after a corporate training model rather than a higher education model to provide students with a
life experiences and open minds.
Programs that are not cutting edge
vocational based programs stand to
lose the most. The CETI corporation
that will own our campus communication infrastructure states its goal is to
return a profit to shareholders.
The demographic description in the
report of students as 20ish "task stackers" who have money and computers
ought to scare minorities and their
action groups. This program seems to
me to he clearly aimed to benefit the
Wilson constituency.
Also, I am personally concerned
about the apparent lack of visible
action on the part of the statewide staff

union, CSEA. As a union member, a
former chapter president, chief steward and general council delegate, I am
surprised the union hasn’t appeared
more vocal on the subject.
If the CSU made staff training a priority for those who are actually supporting academic computing in the
departments, reallocated resources
and set reasonable enterprise standards for networking, I believe most of
our problems could be handled on campus. I believe CETI isn’t going to have
time to retrain us to support their new
systems. I believe all we are going to
have time to do when this steamroller
hits, if it hits, is to get out of its way.
I have one last question to ask, does
anybody know the President’s opinion
on CETI?
Steve Sloan
Information Technology
Consultant, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications
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Dual editors to take over Spartan Daily reins
Partnership teams
up with advertising
director for new
approach in spring
By John Meyers
Staff Writer
Two is better than one is the
new theory at the Spartan Daily
next spring semester.
Every semester the Mass
Communications Board, composed of faculty and students,
chooses the new Spartan Daily
executive editor and advertising
director.
This semester, however, will
be different with the selection of
James Gunsalus and Terri
Milner to share the first-ever
dual executive editorship and
Denise Sorbi as advertising
director.
"The main reason for (the
two editors) is because it is a big
job," Gunsalus said. "Both Terri
and I have noticed that a lot of
things don’t get done because of
the grunt work."
Gunsalus said the editors of
the Spartan Daily spend about
10 to 12 hours a day, five days a
week producing the newspaper
and also are enrolled in classes.
"We felt that it was the way
to take the Spartan Daily to the
next level," Milner said. "We
want to share the responsibilities yet still put in 100 percent
each."
Milner said it would be a misconception to assume that they
will divide the workload in half.
She said the current system of
having one editor is creating too
many jobs for one person to
handle.
If the newspaper is to
improve in copy editing, indepth reporting, story ideas,
page layouts and graphics, then
more editors are needed, she
said.
"I think it will be an interesting experiment," said Jan Shaw,
student adviser at the Spartan
Daily. "The two worked together

Michelle Lee/ Spurturt Dully

(From left to right) Tern K. Milner and James S. Gunsalus, incoming co-executive editors, and Denise Sorbi, incoming advertising director
prepare to start a new semester.
well before and I think they will
work well together now."
They met and were first on
staff together at El Camino
College in Torrance, where they
both wrote and edited for the
school’s newspaper and magazine.
While at ECC, the Warwhoop
won the Journalism Association
College
Community
of
Pacemaker Award fbur semesters in a row, The Pacemaker
honors the top 10 community
college newspapers in the
nation.
Milner said the award is the
most prestigious honor a community college newspaper can
win.
Individually. Gunsalus has
won an award fiir an invest a_ .Oyu news story that Milner
edited, and Milner has won

"Most importantly, we share the
same vision."
As the new advertising director of the Spartan Daily, Sorbi
will be making a big leap from
retail account executive, which
is an entry staff position, to a
top ranking position on the
newspaper.
"I wanted to take on more of
a responsibility and become
Milner, more assertive," Sorbi said. "I
Terri
thought it would be a good expeincoming co-executive editor rience in dealing with people."
Jack Quinton, advertising
been the managing editor, adviser for the Spartan Daily,
assigning stories and copyedit- said Sorbi was selected for three
ing. Gunsalus, the production reasons: academic standing,
editor, designs the newspaper. performance on the advertising
The semester prior to that, they staff and people skills.
"She’s an excellent student
were staff writers for the
and she has done well in all her
Spartan Daily.
"We’ve pretty much walked classes that prepare her for thv
the SWIM’ path," Milner said. staff" Quinton said.

"We want to foster a team aspect, not
just among our staff but with the entire
campus community. We have a strong
editorial board with a lot of ideas and
enthusiasm. "

awards for newspaper and magazine features that Gunsulas
edited.
"Under the editorship of each
other, we’ve won several national awards," Milner said.
They transferred to San Jose
State University two years ago.
This semester, Milner has

Beer taps freeze for upcoming Rose Bowl
It looked
PASADENA (AP)
like taps Thursday for beer
sales during the Rose Bowl
game, and smoking during the
New Year’s Day college football
showcase was also in jeopardy.
Alcohol and smoking bans
were front-burner issues for
Thursday night’s meeting of the
Rose Bowl Operating Co. But
Dave Jacobs, general manager
of the operating company, said
the beer will flow.
"I will recommend beer
sales," Jacobs, a retired police
lieutenant, said. "Beer is sold at
the Rose Bowl in a reasonable
and socially accepted manner....
"We’re talking about appropriate consumption."

REALITY CHECK fi

The stadium only serves low
alcohol content beer, the staff is
trained to spot drunks and
minors and no beer is sold after
half time.
"That system works," Jacobs
said.
The Pac-10 and Big Ten conferences supported an alcohol
ban.
The smoking ban was more
complicated,
Jacobs
said,
because snmking also impacts
the health of nonsmokers.
Smoking would likely be
banned except in designated
areas, he said.
"We’re
recommending
approval of a voluntary pro-

gram," he said.
On New Year’s Day 1998,
Washington State University
plays Michigan. The last time
Washington State played in the
Rose Bowl, in 1931, Prohibition
was the law of the land and it
appeared briefly that alcohol
would be banished this time.
"The executive committee of
the Tournament of Roses is
requesting that the public sale
of alcoholic beverages inside the
stadium during the Rose Bowl
game, excluding the press box,
be permanently suspended,"
Rose Bowl game manager Bill
Lewis wrote in an October letter to the operating company

"This action resulted from
review of the increased number
of crowd incidents and complaints related to alcohol consumption over the past several
years," Lewis continued.
During a late morning meeting Thursday, Tournament of
Roses officials decided they
weren’t going beyond the letter
and said they wouldn’t formally
oppose beer sales.

by Dave Whamond

CORRECTION
In an article that appeared in Wednesday’s paper a UPD officer was quoted as saying that that SJSU student Lakim
Washington was found having an epileptic seizure in Spartan
Village on Nov. 24. A headline that appeared with the story read
"Seizures injure SJSU student."
The officer’s statement was not confirmed by medical personnel. Washington’s mother Kim Washington-Moten says doctors have not determir,T1 that a seizure, epileptic or otherwise,
caused Washington’s injuries. At this point there is no explanation for those injuries.
The Spartan Daily apologizes for the error.
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Quinton also praised her for
her work on the newspaper.
"She was a standout on the
staff this semester," Quinton
said. "She gets along with
everyone and I am convinced
she can lead them."
Sorbi has been involved in
different aspects of advertising
for two years.
At SJSU, she has worked on
the Spartan Daily for one
semester and is in the
Advertising Club. She also
worked at the Jim Coari and
Associates advertising agency
in Walnut Creek for a year and
a half, Sorbi said.
"I still have a lot of training
to go, but I’m excited," Sorbi
said.
An important aspect of the
editorial and advertising sides
of the newspaper is their working relationship together, she
said.
Sorbi said both sides share
the same goal of putting out a
big newspaper in terms of the
number of pages.
She said the way to achieve
this goal is by selling more
advertisements.
Gunsalus said he is looking
forward to bridging the gaps
between all the departments in
the School of Journalism.
"In the past it’s been really
segregated as far as working
with the advertising and photography staff," Gunsulas said.
"We want to resolve that and
have all the departments of the
School of Journalism work
together. That makes everybody
more accountable for their piece
of the pie."
Milner takes the teamwork
aspect a step further.
"We want to foster a team
aspect, not just among our staff
but with the entire campus
community," Milner said. "We
have a strong editorial board
with a lot of ideas and enthusiasm. We are committed to
putting out an exciting and
quality publication. It’s going to
be quite a semester."
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Difficulty in finding car insurance fueled by blemished driving record
ith all the car aCeldents in the world,
many have car insurOn
protection.
for
;ince
Saturday., mine will run out.
AAA is iim. aiting my reply to
retim iii insurance. This year I
,.% as paying S2.500 annually. If I
renew my insurance, AAA quoted an annual policy payment of
$3,F46. Goodness. Do you see
money growing on me? I don’t
come close to being able to
atlialf that horrendous price.
But befOre I go further, I cannot mislead you about my dri-

ving record. I am not the best
driver in the world, I must say. I
don’t have a polished driving
record. I’ve been driving for four
years and I have three points on
my record. Two are from car
accidents in the last six months
and the other is a speeding ticket I got in 1995.
I can hear it now, "Those
women drivers..." Well, go
ahead and talk. I’ve heard it all.
The female Asian jokes, too,
I know three points is a lot of
points in a relatively short
amount of time. After all, there
are points that I received in my

first year of driving
that have dropped off
and another ticket
that I went to traffic
school for to avoid a
point on my record.
That’s why I’m not
surprised about the
increase in my insurance rates.
What I am surprised about is how INGRID
difficult it is to find insurance. I
leased a 1996 Volkswagon Golf.
My lease requires full coverage
on the car. I’ve tried for a month
to find it, but I just can’t,

Time’s running
out and I have gotten quotes from
everyone under the
sun. I called generic
insurance companit’s such as Pro
West and Abraham
and Associates. I
thought going to
them would ensure
PEREZ lower rates. I was
wrong. They gave me some outrageous rates that didn’t even
compare to AAA.
So, I did what any desperate
I continued
person would do

Athletes’ character
memorable
of coaches would like to
While plenty
take credit for shaping the talents of
athletes such as Latrell Sprewell,
Roberto Molnar or Charles Barkley, few would
Is’ as eiwer to volunteer as the one who influenced their unsixtrt swanlike behavior.
At a time when the media seems saturated
with the antics of athletes, it is important to
see the positive message that is sent out by the
Character Counts’ Coalition.
We applaud the nine San Jose State
University coaches who signed the Declaration
of Character, which vows to fight bad behavior
and sub par sportsmanship.
The truth of the matter is that there is a relatively small number of athletes who behave
badly enough to become front page fodder for
the national news.
The other reality is that that’s all it takes.
A few bad apples can rotten the lot.
These nine individuals have taken steps to
positively infliience the lives of today’s student
and possibly tomorrow’s Olympians,
at
headliners and winners.
A coach’s job is not one to take lightly. The
impact a coach has on his or her athletes is
immeasurable.
Bad influences can take root as quick as
good influences.
The steps these coaches have taken will lay
the groundwork for strong character and the
possible implications of being a celebrity.
The pressures of being in the limelight are
often large.
Haying backgrounds strongly rooted in good
sportsmanship can see them through the
shock of the spotlight when it is turned on
them.
Educating athletes today will stay with
them for their entire careers.
After all, their behavior will continue to
reflect on SJSU long after they have left.

Cults destroy minds of followers
tion and the help of other, you or
one has the
someone you know can be rescued
ability to control
440nce
Li-ow the grips of a group who want
someone’s mind,
to take your mind and destroy it for
they have the ability to control
their own gain and power struggle.
someone’s will.., this ability
Persons involved in a cult dismakes for a person possessing
play the following signs:
great power."
Involvement in a group zealThe above could not be
ously focused on a living leader
more true.
with unquestioning commitment;
Those who use mind conPreoccupation with bringing
trol techniques to manipulate
in new members for the group;
others are on the same level as
me
Spare
mind-numbing
Practicing
"bottom-feeders,"
society’s
including child molesters and Kimberly Lamle(’ activities such as chanting, debilitating work routines and speaking
drug dealers, in particular,
in denunciation sessions;
those who use their followers’
Display of an "us versus them" mentality
devotion for their own personal gain.., those
who persuade their followers to kill themselves towards all persons outside of the group, including friends and family;
for "the cause."
Devotion to a leader that is not accountPerhaps this is why I hold such great disdain
able to any authority;
for cults and their leaders.
Following strict, leader -dictated rules
What’s even worse is cults aren’t just religiously based anymore. These manipulative regarding behavior: how to act, think, behave
groups span all levels of society, including busi- and who to socialize with and when.
Cults, according to Hassan, use techniques
ness, industry and the media. You can even
find some readily identifiable cult leaders on of mind control that are four pronged. Cults
the television or the web, pitching their "easy aim to control their members’ behavior, the
solution for all life’s problems" with fantastical- information they receive, their thoughts and
their emotions. Cult leaders also use techly crafted pitches and plasticine grins.
It is here where I could list the names of niques of physical deprivation, including sleep
those responsible for some of the biggest and and food deprivation, in order to further manipmost destructive cults and their leaders. ulate their followers.
We have laws that protect people from being
Following this listing would be a huge outpouring of letters from members of these groups physically harmed by others, but when it comes
claiming I have been led astray and only they to emotional or psychological abuse protection,
know the true path to righteousness, happi- we, as a society are at a loss.
This is why it is so important we watch out
ness, etc.
Yet instead of the above fiasco, I would for those we know and ourselves, to protect all
rather provide a checklist, if you will, of signs from the evil and immoral acts of cults and cult
that someone involved in a cult group might leaders.
If you need any more convincing that cults
display.
These signs provided by Steven Hassan, a exist and they control and destroy their memleading cult researcher and mind control bers in one way or another, simply remember
expert, and the American Family Foundation, the faces of Jonestown and Waco. They tell the
a secular, non-profit group that researches psy- damaging story of mind-control and cults.
chological control techniques and their damagKimberly bunke is Opinion Editor of the
ing consequences. Hopefully, with this infomiaSpartan Daily.
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I’m trying to find a way to
make this work but I’ve
exhausted my options. People
have advised me to stay with
AAA because it’s the lowest rate
I’ll find. Maybe they’re right.
But I won’t stop trying. I still
have one hope. If there is a God,
this company will save me from
non-driving hell.
Ingrid Perez is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

A tiARIMCE. Mutilation of animals
in classes for sake of
learning unacceptable
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Managing Editor
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my search.
When I tried to get a quote
from a credible insurance cornpany, particularly State Farm,
they wouldn’t even give me a
quote. Basically, when the secretary heard about my record,
she gave me the boot.
I understand the companies
are trying to protect their business. They don’t, want to waste
time on the phone with a person
they won’t insure. But they
wouldn’t even refer me to another agency. Basically, the lady
from State Farm just hung up
on me. Thanks for the help.

any student signing up for a science class
For
next semester, you should carefully examine
the course description. A number of courses
in biology, anatomy and physiology are not for the
faint of heart.
Biology 2 requires students to slash open a
dead shark and fetal pig
to study and compare the
two different organ and
circulatory systems.
Physiology classes ask
students to dismember
small live, sedated rats
and frogs to analyze
functions. CATHERINE SPENCER
muscle
Also, students must
where a sharp object is thrust
perform "pithing"
into an animal’s braincase and moved around vigorously to scramble the brain. The animal goes into
surgery but never comes out.
The Humane Society of the United States estimates that more than a million animals are injured
or killed every year in classroom labs and demonstrations. This is sick. It is morally and ethically
wrong to murder and mutilate animals even for the
sake of education. Universities, colleges, high
schools and middle schools should not be allowed to
sacrifice and harm small defenseless creatures.
Although a frog or shark may not have the same
emotional and mental capacities as a human, these
animals do experience pain, stress and deprivation.
The fear and trauma of being prepared for
surgery or feeling the sudden assault of a pithing
probe rammed into an animal’s brain is real.
Although some students may not participate in the
animal’s death, death necessarily precedes any dissection.
Many animals butchered and destroyed in classrooms are caught in the wild. Although the impact
of capturing animals for educational purposes has
not been calculated, this practice may hurt ecological balance.
Exposing students to animals preserved in
formaldehyde is another danger. Formaldehyde is a
suspected carcinogen and is harmful through direct
contact or if inhaled. Symptoms of exposure include
eye, nose and throat irritation, a persistent cough,
respiratory distress, skin irritation, nausea.
headache and dizziness.
One goal of education is to teach students compassion and respect for others. Carving up and
murdering animals undermines this ideal. Treating
animals as mere tools devalues life and strips away
a student’s compassion toward death.
It is time for educators pull their beads out
this is the ’90s. There is a better and more humane
way to teach biology and other fields. CD rows,
models, videos and computer programs can convey
the same information cheaper, more effectively and
without callous brutality.
Catherine Speruer is a Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer

Solutions touted by CETI proponents could be solved on campus
Ihelieve the plan to provide a new
information technology infrastructure to the CSU system by selling it
to a consortium of high tech firms is
one of the worst ideas and most dis(’ouraging plans CSU management has
ever devised.
It reminds me of the mass selloff in
the ’50s of our nation’s streetcar systems to a consortium called National
City Lines iNCL). NCI, was owned by
GM and oil and tire companies. After
NCL scrapped the street cars, sold
their buses and made the systems
dependent on their products, prices for
services shot through the roof and the
equipment deteriorated.
The motive behind the plan is profit. How that motive is going to coexist
with the mission of academia is a mystery to me.
The
California
Education
Technology Initiative plan seems to me

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
to be modeled after a corporate training model rather than a higher education model to provide students with a
life experiences and open minds.
Programs that are not cutting edge
vocational based programs stand to
It
the most. The CETI corporation
that will own our campus communication infrastructure states its goal is to
return a profit to shareholders.
The demographic description in the
report of students as 20ish "task stackers" who have money and computers
ought to scare minorities and their
action groups. This program seems to
me to be clearly aimed to benefit the
Wilson constituency.
Also, I am personally concerned
about the apparent lack of visible
action on the part of the statewide staff

union, CSEA. AN a union member, a
former chapter president, chief steward and general council delegate, I am
surprised the union hasn’t appeared
more vocal on the subject.
If the CSU made staff training a priority for those who are actually supporting academic computing in the
departments, reallocated resources
and set reasonable enterprise standards for networking, I believe most of
our problems could be handled on campus. I believe CETI isn’t going to have
time to retrain us to support their new
systems. I believe all we are going to
have time to do when this steamroller
hits, if it hits, is to get out of its way.
I have one last question to ask, does
anybody know the President’s opinion
on CETI?
Steve Sloan
Information Technology
Consultant, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications
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Dual editors to take over Spartan Daily reins
IN Partnership teams
up with advertising
director for new
approach in spring
By John Meyers
Staff Writer
Two is better than one is the
new theory at the Spartan Daily
next spring semester.
Every semester the Mass
Communications Board, composed of faculty and students,
chooses the new Spartan Daily
executive editor and advertising
director.
This semester, however, will
be different with the selection of
James Gunsalus and Terri
Milner to share the first-ever
dual executive editorship and
Denise Sorbi as advertising
director.
"The main reason for (the
two editors) is because it is a big
job," Gunsalus said. "Both Terri
and I have noticed that a lot of
things don’t get done because of
the grunt work."
Gunsalus said the editors of
the Spartan Daily spend about
10 to 12 hours a day, five days a
week producing the newspaper
and also are enrolled in classes.
"We felt that it was the way
to take the Spartan Daily to the
next level," Milner said. "We
want to share the responsibilities yet still put in 100 percent
each."
Milner said it would be a misconception to assume that they
will divide the workload in half.
She said the current system of
having one editor is creating too
many jobs for one person to
handle.
If the newspaper is to
improve in copy editing, indepth reporting, story ideas,
page layouts and graphics, then
more editors are needed, she
said.
"I think it will be an interesting experiment," said Jan Shaw,
student adviser at the Spartan
Daily. "The two worked together

Michelle Lee/ Spartan Daily
(From left to right) Terri K. Milner

and James S. Gunsalus, incoming co-executive editors, and Denise Sorbi, incoming advertising director

prepare to start a new semester.
well before and I think they will
work well together now."
They met and were first on
staff together at El Camino
College in Torrance, where they
both wrote and edited for the
school’s newspaper and magazine.
While at ECC, the Warwhoop
won the Journalism Association
of
Community
College
Pacemaker Award four semesters in a row. The Pacemaker
honors the top 1(1 community
college newspapers in the
nation.
Milner said the award is the
most prestigious honor a community college newspaper can
win.
Individually, Gunsalus has
won an award for an invest ii_ :five news story that Milner
edited, and Milner has won

"Most importantly, we share the
same vision."
As the new advertising director of the Spartan Daily, Sorbi
will be making a big leap from
retail account executive, which
is an entry staff position, to a
top ranking position on the
newspaper.
"I wanted to take on more of
a responsibility and become
more assertive," Sorbi said. "I
Terri
Milner,
thought it would be a good expeincoming co-executive editor rience in dealing with people."
Jack Quinton, advertising
been the managing editor, adviser for the Spartan Daily,
assigning stories and copyedit- said Sorbi was selected for three
ing. Gunsalus, the production reasons: academic standing,
editor, designs the newspaper. performance on the advertising
The semester prior to that, they staff and people skills.
"She’s an excellent student
were staff writers for the
and she has done well in all her
Spartan Daily.
"We’ve pretty much walked classes that prepare her for the
the same path," Milner said. stair Quinton said.

"We want to foster a team aspect, not
just among our staff but with the entire
campus community. We have a strong
editorial board with a lot of ideas and
enthusiasm. "

awards for newspaper and magazine features that Gunsulas
edited.
"Under the editorship of each
other, we’ve won several national awards," Milner said.
They transferred to San Jose
State University two years ago.
This semester, Milner has

Beer taps freeze for upcoming Rose Bowl
PASADENA (AP) It looked
like taps Thursday for beer
sales during the Rose Bowl
game, and smoking during the
New Year’s Day college football
showcase was also in jeopardy.
Alcohol and smoking bans
were front-burner issues for
Thursday night’s meeting of the
Rose Bowl Operating Co. But
Dave Jacobs, general manager
of the operating company, said
the beer will flow.
"I will recommend beer
sales," Jacobs, a retired police
lieutenant, said. "Beer is sold at
the Rose Bowl in a reasonable
and socially accepted manner....
"We’re talking about appropriate consumption."

REALITY CHECK fi

The stadium only serves low
alcohol content beer, the staff is
trained to spot drunks and
minors and no beer is sold after
half time.
"That system works," Jacobs
said.
The Pac-10 and Big Ten conferences supported an alcohol
ban.
The smoking ban was more
said,
complicated,
Jacobs
because smoking also impacts
the health of nonsmokers.
Smoking would likely be
banned except in designated
areas, he said.
"We’re
recommending
approval of a voluntary pro-

gram: he said.
On New Year’s Day 1998,
Washington State University
plays Michigan. The last time
Washington State played in the
Rose Bowl, in 1931, Prohibition
was the law of the land and it
appeared briefly that alcohol
would be banished this time.
"The executive committee of
the Tournament of Roses is
requesting that the public sale
of alcoholic beverages inside the
stadium during the Rose Bowl
game, excluding the press box.
be permanently suspended,"
Rose Bowl game manager Bill
Lewis wrote in an October letter to the operating company.

This action re -tilted from
review of the increased number
of crowd incidents and complaints related to alcohol consumption over the past several
years," Lewis continued.
During a late morning meeting Thursday, Tournament of
Roses officials decided they
weren’t going beyond the letter
and said they wouldn’t fiirmally
oppose beer sales.

CORRECTION
In an article that appeared in Wednesday’s paper a UPD officer was quoted as saying that that SJSU student Lakim
Washington was found having an epileptic seizure in Spartan
Village on Nov. 24. A headline that appeared with the story read
"Seizures injure SJSU student."
The officer’s statement was not confirmed by medical personnel. Washington’s mother Kim Washington-Moten says doctors have not determirocl that a seizure, epileptic or otherwise,
caused Washington’s injuries. At this point there is no explanation for those injuries.
The Spartan Daily apologizes for the error.
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Quinton also praised her for
her work on the newspaper.
"She was a standout on the
staff this semester," Quinton
said. "She gets along with
everyone and I am convinced
she can lead them."
Sorbi has been involved in
different aspects of advertising
for two years.
At SJSU, she has worked on
the Spartan Daily for one
semester and is in the
Advertising Club. She also
worked at the Jim Coari and
Associates advertising agency
in Walnut Creek for a year and
a half, Sorbi said.
"I still have a lot of training
to go, but I’m excited," Sorbi
said.
An important aspect of the
editorial and advertising sides
of the newspaper is their working relationship together, she
said.
Sorbi said both sides share
the same goal of putting out a
big newspaper in terms of the
number of pages.
She said the way to achieve
this goal is by selling more
advertisements.
Gunsalus said he is looking
forward to bridging the gaps
between all the departments in
the School of Journalism.
"In the past it’s been really
segregated as far as working
with the advertising and photography staff," Gunsulas said.
"We want to resolve that and
have all the departments of the
School of Journalism work
together. That makes everybody
more accountable for their piece
of the pie."
Milner takes the teamwork
aspect a step further.
"We want to foster a team
aspect, not just among our staff
but with the entire campus
community," Milner said. "We
have a strong editorial board
with a lot of ideas and enthusiasm. We are committed to
putting out an exciting and
quality publication. It’s going to
be quite a semester"
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Student moonlights
as No I kickboxer
Art Palacios trains
in a San Jose facility
while attending SJSU
as a national champ
By Sr.,41 Shury
Staff Writer

A reigning nationzil champion in martial arts is walking the
halls iround San Jose State
Un iversity.
Art Palacios, a behavioral science major, won the national
Sanshou Chinese-style’ kickboxing I last December when he
took first place at the 1996
Full
N ation a I/1 nte ma lion al
Sanshou
(’ontnct
Championships in the cruiser
weight 5bkg divri,rrn. Palacios
also won the United States
Open full contact sanshou tournament.
didn’t expect to win the
National title," said Palacios,
"but that was one of my goals."
Sanshou is a form of kickboxing that utilizes kicking, punching. leg sweeps and throws.
Thc. two combatants compete
on a wooden platform that is
raised above the ground.
Sanshou is he main contact
sport in China and is also popular in Europe.
Palacios won the title with
only 18 months of training in

sanshou, but made up for the
lack of experience by spending
up to six hours a day training.
"It’s not how long you spend,"
Palacios’ coach, Cung Le, said,
"but how you spend your time."
Le would know. Palacios has
one national championship
under his belt, but Le has won
the light-heavy weight champion in Sanshou four years running and has won 16 state,
world and international titles.
Besides Palacios, Le has produced six national champions
and two female international
champions.
Palacios began training at
Le’s San Jose school two years
ago. When he first joined Leg
school, he wasn’t involved in the
contact aspect of the sport but
was interested in getting in
shape and losing weight.
"Then he got the itch," Le
said. "Now, wherever he goes he
takes first."
It didn’t start off that way.
Six months before he won the
national title, Palacios fought
his first sanshou match.
He was quickly knocked off
the platform.
"It’s a long fall down," he
said.
He hasn’t been thrown off
since.
Part of the reason Palacios
has come for far so quickly in
his previous experience with

SJSU behavioral science
major Art Palacios, above left,
spars with his coach Cung Le in
San Jose. Palacios, right, won
the national Sanshou cruiserweight title last December.
Photos by Mitch Cartwright
martial arts, and, like Le, he
also has some experience in
wrestling.
Even though Palacios has
previous experience in martial
arts, when he began to practice
sanshou he found out he still
had a lot to learn.
"I almost had to start from
the beginning again," he said. "I
had to relearn all the kicks. I
had learned a lot of bad habits

ing Cung Le, I saw the other
guy’s kicks coming."
Le and the other national
champions will be heading to
the East Coast in a few weeks to
defend their National titles, but
Palacios is unsure if he will go.
He would also have to lose
weight to compete in the
Cruiser division and also says
he has to study for his upcoming finals.

"I’ve trained with Cung Le off
and on since I was in high
school," Palacios said. When he
heard that Le had opened his
own school he decided to train
there.
Palacios also said that training with the four-time National
Champion helped him prepare
for other competitors.
"I got over 500-plus rounds
with him," he said. "After fight-

early on."
Palacios began training in
martial arts when he was a kid.
"I watched a lot of Kung Fu
theater," he joked. "I saw them I
and thought, ’That’s what I
want to do.’"
Palacios started his martial
arts training in Kempo and
later switched to Tae Kwon Do.
It was during his earlier training that he meet Le.
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San Jose just a hop
away from Nebraska
Friday. December 5. 1997

SJSU women’s
basketball squad
turns cornhusker

into Spartan guard
By Yvonne Ohumultini-Urness
Staff Writer
Don’t play against Courtney
Wittstruck unless you’re prepared to lose.
As the freshman point guard
for the SJSU women’s basketball
team,
the
5 -foot -5
Wittstruck is known for her
determined nature.
"She’s a very competitive person," said
John
Larsen,
Wittstruck’s former high school
coach. "It doesn’t matter
whether you’re talking about a
basketball game or a checkers
game, Courtney wants to win,"
During her high school
Lincoln, Neb.,
career
in
Wittstruck’s competitiveness
led her team to the state finals
all four years she played, winning the championship in three
of those trips,

Highly decorated
As the all-time steals leader
at Lincoln Southeast High
School, Wittst rock averaged
13.1 points per game her senior
year. She was the 1997
Gatorade/Associated
Press
Nebraska Player of the Year,
Most Valuable Player of the
1997 Nebraska -South Dakota
all-star game, first team allall -Heartland
Nebraska,
Conference and all -city. She
also lettered in softball three
years and track two years.
"She has this inner competitiveness that carries over in
whatever she does," said her
mother Colleen Wittstruck. "It’s
like something just takes
over.. you can just see it in her
eyes."

A leader on the court
&NU head coach Karen
Smith is counting on her new
player to keep things moving
out on the court.
"She’s doing real well," Smith
said. "She’s been able to lead us
and assist and basically run our
offense."
Smith said Wittstruck has
done a good job of getting the
ball to the players to score,
(Spalding)
and
"Seethe
and
(Johnson)
Natasha
Michelle (Hanson) have all benefited from her being here,"
Smith said. "The one thing that
really attracted us to Courtney
is her leadership :-,bility and the
fact that she is a true point
guard."
A former all-American point
guard at Cal, Smith was one of
the reasons Wittstruck chose to
play for SJSU.
"Who better to learn the collegiate point guard position

from than an all-American,"
Wittstruck said. "And a lot of
things we see eye-to-eye on, on
situations on the court."
Having taken recruiting trips
to Northwestern, Pennsylvania
and Vermont before deciding on
SJSU, Wittstruck credits the
coaching staff for making her
decision an easy one.
"I really clicked with the
coaching staff," Wittstruck said.
"When it gets right down to it, it
doesn’t matter where you go if
you’re not happy."
John Larsen
The coaching staff was an
important issue for her parents
Wittstruck’s high school
as well.
basketball coach
"To us, matching a coach with
Courtney was much more
Wittstruck said her first
important than a school record
or anything," Colleen said. "For obligation is to make sure the
me, for her going so far, it’s team gets organized in the
important that she has a coach plays. She said that Smith has
told her to think of herself as a
she feels comfortable with."
"scoring" point guard, not just a
5-foot-6 in her socks
regular point guard.
"We have so many people
Colleen related the story of
how one day her daughter and that can score," Courtney said.
Smith were talking about "It’s a well-rounded offense."
Courtney’s height. Courtney
From the farm to SJSU
insisted that she was 5 feet, 6
The transition between high
inches tall. Smith told her that
she was listed at 5-foot-5. They school and collegiate basketball
bantered back and forth a bit, has been a learning experience
then Smith offered a compro- for someone who grew up on her
family’s farm.
mise.
"Here, everybody’s good and
If Courtney, who used to
wear her uniform socks pulled there are some great players,"
all the way up, would wear her Wittstruck said. "Whereas in
socks scrunched down (a look high school, there were a couple
Smith preferred for her play- of great players in the state and
ers), Smith would agree that one or two good players on each
team.
Courtney was 5-foot-6.
"You could just stop the good
"Now we tease her that she’s
5-6 with her socks down," players and win the game
because that’s all they had.
Colleen laughed.
"Here it’s like you have to
It’s a WACky reason
watch everybody. You can’t not
In addition to the coaches, guard somebody because there
SJSU’s affiliation with the are no weak players."
She added: "It’s a lot quicker,
Western Athletic Conference
also drew Wittstruck to San but I think it’s a lot more fun
too."
Jose.
Fun is something the green"That was one of the big
recruiting things that brought eyed brunette is always looking
me here," Wittstruck said. for.
"They really pushed the fact
Welcome to California
that they’re in the WAC and the
The first month she was in
WAC’s a great conference."
Compared to high school, San Jose she and some of her
Wittstruck said she sees a lot teammates went to HaightStreet
in
San
more pressure on the ball, most- Ashbury
ly because the other teams rec- Francisco. It was there that she
ognize that she’s a freshman got her long-awaited tattoo.
"It’s a sun with a basketball
point guard. Opposing players
try to force her to make mis- in the middle," Wittstruck said,
takes because of her lack of col- as she hiked up the back of her
practice jersey to expose the
legiate experience,
handiwork. "I was totally
Tough competition
scared, but it didn’t hurt at all."
"There’s a lot of pressure on
Her mother wasn’t too surthat role," Smith said. "But she prised.
is a mult’-dime-isional point
"We kind of suspected that
guard ,ne can score, lead us she was going to do something
on the break and give the ball to like that," Colleen said. "There’s
the right players."
a lot of kids out here that get
"I don’t look for my own shot them."
"It was a rite of passage for
as much," Courtney said. "If I
don’t have a clear shot, I’m me," Courtney explained. "It
going to pass the ball and I was
like,
’Welcome
to
sometimes feel guilty if I shoot California.’"
too much, being a point guard."

"It doesn’t matter
whether you’re
talking about a
basketball game
or a checkers
game, Courtney
wants to win."

Bay Area ice hockey squads
battle in Gold Rush tourney
By Vic Ribeiro
Staff Writer
The lop four college hockey
teams in the Bay Area are
preparing to participate in the.
Gold Rush
second annual
Tournament this weekend at
the Ice Centre.
S,ISI I, Stanford, Palmer
College and Cal Berkeley will
all be fighting to be recognized
as the strongest team in northern California.
S.ISIT and (781 -Berkeley will
play at 7:45 Friday at the Ice
Centre, while Palmer College
and Stanford battle it out in
Redwood City.
Palmer College defeated Cal Berkeley fi 5 in the inaugural
final last %liar The two winners
contest will
then tact. iifl at 7 45 Saturday at
the Ice r,,at re
’W,
team to
,1111 ’,IS(
coach
,
Ron Glasow "We have played all
three of those teams twice this
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year. We have won all of the
games. But it looks like CalBerkeley has picked up a couple
of players since we played them.
We have air work cut out for us
Friday."
The Spartans destroyed CalBerkeley earlier in the semester
7-3 and 13-1. SJSU has averaged more than eight goals per
game against Bay Area teams.
The Gold Rush Tournament
is being hosted by the SJS1.1
club hockey team in conjunction
with the San Jose Sharks organization. Glasow said they modeled this tournament to be like
the "Bennpot Tournament" held
in Boston that include top
NCAA division one teams such
as Boston University and
Boston College.
"The goal of this tournament
is to make student hockey players in Northern California
aware of the development of college hockey in this area,"
Glasow said "We have many
talented kids out here and were

hoping that players such as our
own Lee Gann, who played at
Buffalo State last year, will
instead think of staying here to
represent local colleges."
Glasow said there is an
increasing number of college
hockey players and the competition to make NCAA sanctioned
schools is getting more difficult.
"This is why the development
of collegiate club hockey has
been
expanding
rapidly
throughout
the
country,"
Glasow said. "The club level is
picking up the overflow of players. There are now more than
150 college club teams throughout the nation and every year
there is a national tournament
to determine the best club team
in the country."
Three of the teams participating in this year’s tournament have had the chance to
play in the national tournament within the past couple of
years, including SJSU.

Scott Lechnerl Spartan

Daily

A decorated basketball player coming from Nebraska, Courtney Wittstruck began her first season with
the women’s basketball team this fall and scored a team-high 10 points in the Spartans 90-51 loss to
Santa Clara Tuesday. SJSU will face the Anteaters at 7 p.m. today at UC Irvine.

STAY CLOSE.
GO FAR.
For Only

Per Unit!

Earn 3 Units for 3 Weeks
You can register for the following transferable
courses during our Winter Intersession:
Accounting
Communication
Economics
History
Political Science
Sociology

Business
Computer Info. Systems
English
Philosophy
Psychology
Speech

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 5 & END JANUARY 22.
Enroll Today! Call one of the phone numbers below or
visit our website at www.sjeccd.cc.ca.us

SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS JANUARY 26.
San Jos6
City College

188-3701)

Evergreen
Valley College

270-6441

FM,
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MOVlNGt EXPRESSIONS

Dance major and classmate Alicia Gange gives Barnard support during downtime
while she battles off a headache. Energy levels drop and headaches rise when trying to focus on school and dance. Barnard is currently taking 18 units that are a
combination of dance and academic courses.

Just like a lot of other little girls,
S.Itil." student dancer Gina Barnard
watched the -Nutcracker’. on television and dreamed of being a ballerina.
Bili nand couldn’t take lessons
because there wasn’t a studio in
Monmouth, Ore., where she lived,
At age 13, her dream of being a
dancer became a reality when a small
studio opened in a nearby town. A
year later Barnard joined the Gregon
Children’s Ballet and stayed with the
group until she was 1.8 years old. A
year after high school she hit the
auditioning circuit for the major ballet
comp:ink
"I had my resume and my pictures, she said. "I flew to Boston and did it
Boston Ballet audition, which was
text

by

shayda

nuts. There were 200 people; a total
cattle call. I made it through four cuts.
"I learned a lot. It was good experience. My feedback was mostly positive, but it was also you need more
training, you need more experience,
you’re not really ready for a professional career," she said.
That’s when she went back to
school at North Carolina School of the
Arts in 1993. She was put to the test
in an intensive training program.
unfortunately, after two years of
intensive training, she hurt her back
and had to leave at the end of the
semester.
Following a year of physical therapy and water aerobics, she decided to
go back to school.
f athipour

Above: Gina
Barnard, left.
shows free
expression in
dance during an
informal performance held on
campus with
classmate Alice
Bausone, back
right.
Improvisation is
one of the key
elements that
attracted Barnard
to the world of
modern dance.

Right: Barnard
occasionally walks
to school with her
blue therapy ball
to get it filled up.
The ball was originally used for back
exercises to help a
previous injury but
has since joined
her in dance routines,

photos

Then she heard about San Jose
State University’s program.
"And I just decided this is where I
wanted to be," she said.
Barnard is also involved with the
University Dance Theater and the
World Music Choir, which sings music
from around the world.
Since she has come to SJSU she
has changed her focus from ballet to
modern dance with a minor in vocal
music.
"It’s much more expressive, more
creative and there is more room for
improvisation. There is more exploration of how the body can move," she
said. "It’s been a lot easier on my body.
Ballet has a lot of unnatural positions."
by

michelle

lee

Dance is the dream, but study is the reality.
When not rehearsing or working out, Barnard is
hitting the books.
Working out in the gym during free time has become routine for
Barnard who focuses on being in shape and taking care of her body.

The gracefulness of a
dancer can be easily
destroyed by the abuse
put on one’s feet.

Dance students loin Barnard, second from left, for a
group huddle and pep talk before a performance
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
PUBLIC RELATIONS Brand new
makes no claim for products or San Jose office, needs outgoing
services advertised below nor is teamonented peopie. Your acenence
there any guarantee implied. The & our training program provide an
classified columns of the Spartan alternative to the usual dead-end
Daily consist of paid advertising pbs.Call for appt 650/6314497.
and offerings are not approved or
verified by Ihe newspaper.
STAFF NEEDED for a Recreational/
Educational Middle School Youth
Program. Mon.Thur. from 2 5.
EMPLOYMENT
408/287-4170 ext. 256.
WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
Perfect Job for a Morning Person!
Start Spnng Semester 1998.
START 4 $1.00/HOUR.
Work 7ani to 9am on school days
delivering The Spartan Daily to
stands on campus and recycling
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: .Dependable *Energetic
*Able to lift bundles of newspapers.
Haie CDL & clean DMV printout
APPLY: The Spartan Daily.
Dwight Bentel Hat, Pm 203 or 209.
Now through Dec.9 th.
AIDE FOR DISABLED 37 year
old in his pleasant PA home.
Personal r.are, some free time.
1 night. $11/hour.
Sundays
1 650 ’168 1225
HOLIDAY CUSTOMER SERVICE
& Sales Promote new services at
Pavilion & Downtown Ice Rink.
Salary « great bonus. One block
from SJSU Flex hours. 286-2076.
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB
for the Holidays and the New
Year. Teleservices Bureau needs
outgoing personalities with great
voices for nationwide projects.
Flex hours. Pertormtng Arts.
Music, and Sales/Marketing
majors are encouraged to apply.
Call Maria ASAP. 360-1370 to
see if you qualify
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN! Are
itou 17 24? Want to make a
difference ai San Jose/Silicon
Valley while earning S. « a $2500
post service award for college or
loan repayment. Call City Year Ri
i4081294 3041 ext. 222.
TUMBUNG/MVNTT. ED TEACHERS
Need a ion with a positive working
enyironriv,r0 Join the YMCA’ P 1.
afternooris. Teaching 3.8 year olds.
Contact Debi 226-9627x 26 EOE
STANFORD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
has several lob opportunities. We
are currently looking for Book
sellers, Customer Sen., e Rep,
Production A,st Cate sales
Asst.. Cashiers, Booksellers and
Sales Assimiates There are
full time and part tune positions
available. We otter a superior
benefits package for full time
employees, which inr.ludes 3
weeks paid vacation, all major
bolickilyik-oomprefiensive mediLal,
dental, vision & retirement
savings plan Come on in, fill out
an appl, ation, or fax resume to
(1, 322 19,I6 If you have any
11I,stion‘,. please ill Katherine
cur Corlf114.
kiL1,11.1, Re,r11.11, 1, at
I,’?? 32’4 121(

srusair INTERN to Ilw PRESIDENT

Recruiting a student to work 10
hours per week for the Office of
Student Interns to the President,
Work as a kason for SJSU President
Robert Caret, attending student
organization meetings, setting up
meetings with the President, and
forwarding student concerns to
the President. Excellent verbal
and wntten communications skills
needed, computer literacy desrable.
Flexible hours, $7.50 per hour.
Deadline for applications Dec. 12
by 4:00p1m in the President’s
Office, Tower Hall 206.
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6-9 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Backgoumd in Speech,
Psychology, Special Ed or OT
desired, Experience preferred.
$10515 per hour. Call Kevin
(4151 827,9310 or Shari (408)
2942712.
SECURITY OFFICERS
$7.00 to $11.00/hour
All Shifts Available!
Borg-Warner Protective Services,
the World’s leading provider
of contract security services
(NYSE/Fortune 10001. currently has
F/T & P/T Security/Flex Officer
(including DOD accounts). Receptionist and Administrative Assistant openings throughout the
greater Bay Area. In addition to
paid uniforms & training, we’ll
also provide you with medical.
dental & vision options, attractive
vacation. bonus & incentive plans,
401(k), and excellent promotional
opportunities. You may apply by
phone 24 hrs/day by calling SJ:
(800) 385.9419. SF: (8001 360’
HIRE or Oakland: (8001 731 HIRE.
For more information, stop by or
call one of our hiring centers in:
SAN JOSE
591 W. Hamilton, #140
1408)341 3750
SAN MATEO
4W. 4th Ave, #203
(6501344 7116
*OAKLAND
675 Hegenberger Rd. #100
(510)563-4000
*SAN FRANCISCO
562 Mission St. #303
(41512782090
Drug Free Workplace
EOE/M/F/D/V
PPO-8760 / PPO-10408

TUTORS NEEDED: All levels and
subjects K-12. Mon-Fn 3pm-8pm.
510-$15/hour. Call 2555247.

VALET PARKING P/T nights &
weekends for special events in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
attitude only. 19 years+, $6,58
per hour + tips. Call Mike at
1-800-825-3871.

P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
Flexible hours after school
Internships and coups
possible for all majors
FOOD SERVICE .ESPRESSO BAR 100 corporate scholarships
awarded annually
HOSTING FT & PT positions avail
in a busy family style restaurant.
UP TO $12.50 TO START
All shifts available, flex hours.
$8-$8.50/hr to start. 7319446,
No expenence necessary
ask for Julia or Wendy.
- training provided
SPORTS MINDED - San Jose Health *Apply at our HQ in San Jose
& Fitness Company, needs team
players to help with expansion. If you CALL 979.9700 FOR INFORMATION
like working with people in a team
atmosphere, look no further. Call TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
fa appt 650/6314497
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
DRIVERS FOR FOOD DELIVERY Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Needed ASAP
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Top Pay -« Great Tips!
Promotions 494-0200.
FT/PT flexible schedule
Own car. 408/291-0514.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
Great for Students.
receptionist,
tAlorit as
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
South Bay locations.
Cal or appy xi person. Mon-Sun 7-7,
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
4(8.286-5880.555 D Menden Aye.
Certified Personnel. 7491570.
Between San Cabs
Parkmax.
tehnd tie Cad and Party Store, U.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
S EARN EXTRA CASH S
aides for their school age day
up to $600/month!
care programs in the San Jose
Become a Sperm Donor.
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working Healthy males, 2.940 years old.
with children! Units in Psych, Soc,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
1-650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30.
408-379-3200 ext 21.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full &part-time positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE. Recreation. Psychology.
Sosolog, and/cr Physical Education.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.
POSTAL JOBS**
$17.21/HR
Guaranteed hire. For app and
exam INFO, Call 1-800-626-6618
ext 9390, 8am-9pm. 7 days.

CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR
seeks full/part time sales
person, data entry, customer
service & electronic technicians.
Call 408-4537243 or
Fax resume 408 441 9988.

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amencorps
at the San Jose Conservation
Corps. Seeking self motivated
individuals to work with "at risk"
youth for year-long positions. High
VALET PARKING Local company school diploma required & ability
TEACHERS 1,),,I1 quality, 1sensed looking for people. Flexible to get Class B license. $6.25 hourly
11,111
miters for 212 schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8,00 to plus benefits. Full -Part -Time. Call
$15110 per hour. 8677275.
visit tilos
Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.
Ilex
ft oo...
Days. Eye. VY’4.4.4 f.rIs
SALES
WORK AT HOME
N1in 6 ECE requIrerl
Tired of the same old thing?
WE NEED HELP
Team environment
for
Looking
an exciting and new
#1 Health & Nutrition Company
Benefit, ayal1ahle
challenge? The San Jose SaberCats Looking fa helpwith local, National,
(1,1 Corp 011,, e 21,117,129
haw! the job for you!! The SaberCats
& International EXPANSION.
are looking for individuals to join
Founded in 1980
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
our outside sales team. If you are Shaes Pubacy Traded on NASDAC
Pt f
hools.
interested in a chance to join a *50 States & 36 foreign countries
Degree., miontal 1101Requita1 team that is on the nse, allows you
’Sales of $1.2 Billion by 2000
No minimum sales quotas
tIi,’ freed= to develop a protected
Opporion,L, x Tea, nirv,
’
and gives you a chance
No territorial restrictions
.1(
tr.s ’14;
hi le,on sports marketing with a
VOKEIV1,1
PartTme $500 $1500
Oil AA(
growing team, in a growing sport,
Full -Time $1500 to $5000
then give us a call now! Our out
Work from Home Apt or Dorm
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS Side sales reps are motivated.
*FULL TRAINING
lii’the f,
No experience necessary
energetic and willing to work hard
5,, I
R4,,
to succeed. Interested? FAX your
*Qualify for paid vacations
resume to 408 573 5588 then
CALL NOW (40813457000
all 406 5735577 to schedule an
«up iew with the Drector of Sales. TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem, school age recreation
MOVIE THEATRE
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
program. P/T from 2 6pm, M F
Now I unrig Iii ill positions
Receptionist. Office Clerk
during the school year. Some P/T
Flexible Igir, OppOrtUrlayor
Sales. Customer Support
morning positions available from
Apply at
Artyar,
TpOini,Aan, Testing Optr.
approx. 7am11am. F/T during
Anti: 9mm11, 14 MO El P.i,f,c)
VV4111IIII/LIsiI Clerk
summer camp. %Int salary. no
‘,01 rose 95130.
Call 408/942-8866
ECE req. Los Gatos Saratoga
or fax to 408/942-8260
871-2277
Recreation. Call Janel al 354-8700
EleCtronix Staffing Services, EOE
x223. Not available school year?
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED 1778 Ck!or .mk,’ Ave Milpitas
Call for summer employment:
Close to
Hwy
Landes’, Ave
lifeguards & camp leaders).
Mornings. AtItrriwr mc g Full time tuni left .it Cmar Lake Ave
$7 ’hr anti up 2 ’) year ,,U15,
High quality enter
N >5 51
Lawn’, 2Mful’).1
PART-TIME JR. ADMIN $13.00
Afton.irii, (yr nr,r, ii I in. ii
7
khowlettge
COC1.0 I

Phone rp

),
4118,

I! ;!
X5’,

SECURITY
Full ario Part 11f11P POSitt41115
Swings aria WerViends
IIVY
Will train
Se1.1.1r11y
408-2474827
NEED MONEY????
Pip jr.,
I, I
High Te
11114,11K f,11
nIpyirlf,, It, b11,1111,
r411,1,11
Pad training shifts ayailalile mc
start IrTinliellidIely,
Mt f IX, 5A.1 1.! iii NO( !N
Mt 1 00 AM 1
PM
Mt I On PM ’r on PM
"14.1, t Itl5.111
ill
PART TIME. HR ADAIR $14 110
$14, in) fiR tor stall i0 211
rvhirnir,g,
lenin .111,1 Ilex
21) 1/.111I,
wpfkk
.1f1111111.11
I L111,111 .41181 11‘13 1’11’1
PtI(Kle 04 I,111M, 4).) t li,lu,1i Fa/,
LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL
WAIT STAFF for ’,in lose based
InV, Company fur huSy
Chrlk,I111,1, ’14..15(111 Call George at
Ill
DM
D UK). 291,1rifi fur Fax
11.,t11114, I’. 11,4,I

PHONE:
LOST & FOUND

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time. Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanitise
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose

FOUND: PRESCRIPTION GLASSES
ladies, w/name of Dr. Fred Salter
on case. Found Wed. 12/3 on
walkway near Tower & preschool
area. Call Pat Joyce at 9245226,
to retreive.

AUTOS FOR SALE
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL EZ, under
77k mi. All maint. records. $2000,
ob.. 408/7731382, Monica.

WORDPROCESSING
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turaban and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
-Virginia 408-251-0449.
Call Paulo
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications for mud/law sctootac.
Will transcnbe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine, Notary Public,
Call ANNA at 9724992.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed
for loon office Advance Quickly
Flexible su hedul! afternoons. Call
Mike at 261 1323
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing
our circulars. No Expenenrx! Req. Five
rihnnatioripadket. can 4107838272

DAILYCLASSIFIED-LOCALRATES

_:01?

INSTRUCTION

SINGLE MOM W/ROOM 4 RENT
w/bath. util. & cable included.
$475. + dep. Female preferred.
No smoke/drugs. 229-9190. Cann,

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting $20/ht.
Call 408,2416662
in Santa Clara fa your
FIRST FREELESSON-INTERVEW.

FOR RENT

MAC LCII FOR SALE
with Sony Tnnitron Monitor,
Global Village Modem. Software.
Have original manuals.
In good condition $350.
Please call 774-9525.
ask for Kayla.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever,
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable_
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us pemia
nently remove your unwanted hair
Back Chest Lip Bikini - Chin Tummy etc Students & faculty
receive 151 discount. First appt.
1/2 peon if made before 12. 31/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.
ABORTIONS BY GYNECOLOGIST
and supportive concerned staff.
Private practice, not a clinic.
Modern office with Ultra-Sound.
Asleep Or awake. no extra fee
Most affordable fee in Calif
14081 254 9000 or i800) 9322678.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mufbcar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"HEALING FAMILY TROUBLES"
!
1, ,t,e, 0 in.,’’l.’,

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
’ Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Dnver Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
Dui *Suspended license
* Accidents Tickets
Immediate SR Filings
*Good Driver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
’Ban- 8pm, Monday - Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
Call Us Now.
241-5400
(408)
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

TUTORING
MUSH TUTOR & EDMNG
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students,
Credentaled Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica 1408)9788034.
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade, Consulting, Install DOS.
Windows. Win 95. Win NT. Office,
Word, Internet. Netscape. int Exp.
Game on our Computers or Surf
the Web @ "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail.
9am llpm. 7 days a week. Call
Roy: 292 3167, Store’ 267-6227.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addRion, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

TUTORIAL CENTER
Marty Algebra Geometh
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics. Mechanics Electric
Computer Windows .Voual Basin C
English. ESL TOEFL
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escnhir
Call Mike 40829/47576
rovera18288ttaoLcOm

Daily
sswo

TRAVEL
STUDENT SPECIAL....UIST CALL!
O-IRISTMAS IN PARIS for $498 1’
Orr 251 Jan 02
kill .12174-12

ACROSS
I Coasted
5 Hairdo
Make less
distinct
13 Mexican roin
14 Sharpens
16 Nevada city
1’ Opposite of
11,1,1
11-o..,.
i
I, I ,*r

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
WADES DYNAMIC
ALIT() Eh
Spe,.4-111/Ing
utanikigin 24 ti
’Free pick up Fm. .1.
Free detailing Fro,..,11,11,1I,,
.All makes
Insurark
ork
Tei 408 25’S
Pgr 40Fi T., )1 o2
"Where quality is d TIltJ
2 1(1,1y SPIV 1
4441
Mal AO r,01
t
repair 15
1,,I I

/

INSURANCE

SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January llth 161h. SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes flight.
bus, 4 day lift ticket, 5 nigpt stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village. & unlimited fun. For your
E Ticket call Mark 408 292-0955
or ars] 2282@ernai I. si su .edu .

DON’T WEIGHT! Lase 1010 1.00 bs
No drugs. 100x safe. Dr approved.
10 ’,DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS.
Great study energy 4082452310

HAD AN ACCIDENT? 14.,,,41
’
yl ..1, .1,
job or body work (Ione
AL CAMPBELL COLLisil it, r,j tjri ri
1,45
we can help voo Car
’
379-4144. Ask for SPII
Discount.

\ 1110\

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408.298-6124.

CAMPUS CLUBS

COMPUTERS ETC

OPPORTUNITIES

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MMUO OUMUM MOOM
MOM 00UMM MOM
MOM UMUMU UMMO
OMMUMORO DOMINO
MOM
SUMO
OMMMOUM
MOUMMO
I1IIMUMO
MOU
MOM@
UMO
MB
MEMO
COMM
MUNI
=MOM
UOMMOMM
MOMU
MOM
UMOMMO OMUMMMOU
BOOM MOOM
MOM
WOUM MOM
IMMO
i
UUMM MOM
MOM
DOWN

GET PAID RIG SSS
1..

VI Hill x i

1I

-rfatim
-

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuatiori &

’

UJUUUUJUUUIJJjJjjjjjJ
JUJULIIJULULILLILLILILIJULLII_LIJ a _I _I _I _I _1
L.ILILY:LILIJJUJJL.I[JULILLIJ11111111U_IJJJJJJ
Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

One
Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$6
1.8
$7
$9
$10
$6
each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by St per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Five Addrwss
Days
$13 Ony A slate
$14
PI’lt)11.
$15
$16

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SanJose State University
SanJose, CA 95192-0149

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepard le No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924.3277

’

Please check
one classification:

F

VV,Iritece
Employment
Opt’ rt

c...se’

924-3282

SHARED HOUSING

STUDIO APT FOR ONE PERSON.
No pets. $650/mo. 55(X) sec. dep.
HAPPY SECOND ANNIVERSARY Uhl. paid. Parking. Call 259-7040.
to the Alpha Class of Alpha Kappa
Delta Phi, You Guys R The Bomb. 2 BDRM APARTMBVT $900/810.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close In
FOR SALE
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Why give an ordinary
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
present when you can give
14081 295,6893.
someone goosebumps?
NAME A STAR
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
for that Special Someone.
Naming a star is the perfect gift. ’Fun & fnendly environment
5 Minute walk to campus
It combines uniqueness &
*Newly furnished rooms
imagination with a dash of the
Well-equipped student kitchen
unexpected. Better yet, its a gift
Computer & study rooms
of thoughtfulness & love.
Laundry room
Star Kit includes Star Map +
Parking
Name Certificate. $36.
1-8009324218. NAME A STAR. For American & International
Students.
Out of the ordinary, like you.
Call 924 6570 or stop by for a
PHONE CARDS 14.9 C/minute in tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between
U.S. International calls: same San Carlos & San Salvador).
card/variable rates. Call: 408/
9248134 or 408/997 7830.

AUTO SERVICES

JDR MICRODEVICES seeks 2
college students to work part time
in a fast paced warehouse
Flexible hours Fax resume to
408/494 1444 or apply at 1850
S. 10th Street, San Jose

FAX:

GREEK

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats,
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Printer. Experienced, dependable.
quick return. Almaden/Branham
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is area, Cab Linda at (408) 2644504.
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned Please leave message. All calls
bakery/cafe seeks friendly, returned promptly.
outgoing individuals to join our
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks. WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Supervisors. and Assistant Man- Professional typing for your term
papers, reports, letters, etc.
agers 55-512 hourly, no experi8 years experience.
ence necessary. 18 locations
Fast Accurate Reliable
including Downtown San Jose.
Apply at any location or 305 N. WP, MS Word, other applications.
Hansen’s Business Services
Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call:
408.774-9000 orFax.: 40852398)0 408-2643507 or 408-269-5156.
e-mail: kelah@earthlink.net
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21,29. healthy.
SERVICES
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Batts for Chinese & koanese donors. editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
PLEASE CALL WWFC
statements, proposals, reports,
800-314-9996
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
STUDENTS NEEDED
VISA/MasterCard, FAX. E-Mall
Earn while you Leam Program.
Have all your expenses paid.
THE GNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST
while you go to school.
Bible Study, Lecture & Services
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Book Cafe & Rein Center
Graduate with 6-figure income.
348355 So. Bascom
Call recording (408)271-6993.
Sundays 6:00pm
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED (408)978-8034
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate WRITING ASSISTANCE most
area. FLJI-time/part-time openings. subjects. Why suffer and get poor
Call today 1,415-968 9933. grades when help is available?
International Bartenders School. Harvard MA/UCB Ph D. !former
college teacher) can help you
FRUITS & PASSION is a specialty with research & writing. Fast.
boutique which offers a lure of high friendly. caring. confidential
quairty lifestyle products for body care. Convenient Peninsula location.
home ambiance and the gourmet. Dissertation,’ thesis specialist.
We are seeking qualified individuals Samples & references available.
to fill our sales manager and sales Chinese & other languages
associate positrons for OiXneW store spoken. Foreigners welcome’ For
in Valley Fair. Permanent & seasonal, free tips, toots arid ideas on
FT & PT available. Please contact how to improve your writing,
Aelah Armstrong P296-17171D aptly. visit our user friendly Website
at http://www.aci plus.corn
Regular e-mail’ aclenetcom.com
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T salad sandwich servers Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, PC CA
11:00am 3:00pm Mon Fn.
94404 task for free color brochure!.
Energetic & Fnendly. Apply at
86 South First Sari Fernando.
LONG TERM PART-TIME ADMIN.
$16.00 $18.00. Phones, calen
daring, travel. expenses MS
Office. 5 years exp. Mac. Contact
Susan1408)653 1515 Phone or
1408)653 1855 Fax

924-3277

4

Sch. larsr

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community
5
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TODAY
’Tower List Launching’

Daily Mass
TIII
is hit,

Mirrirntrs

p m
ri
11
Center Far noir,
1610
9:is
(*witty at

12 05 te
.Iiilin XXIII
interimitien. call

Jum’ha Prayer

St (Mem,’ \
it pin H.
ha trig lain lvi ’rut -u Ittiiit I In 2
nattlen
I
AI
ilitont
II riIII hr.
Remit For mere intia !nation
Kalunani at 395 19.9i

Study
The Clune,c Campos Velliovship
St isly Minn 2 iln

is hat irig
.1 al)

tinl

:Vitiation

twit call

Friday, December 5, 1997

SPARTAN DAILY

in

1.111riti

tilo

For mitre intimina
mit it 115.3-971S

!intim

Tau Deha l’hi fraternity is Mo.mg it, "Toaer List Launching- feat uring rh, Sociology arid l’sycheleizy
depart ments The event will be
from 9-311 enr to 5.30 p.m at the
Spartan Bookstore.

’World Premier’ concert
The 5.15 l’s School of Music and
I lance World Music Choir is having
featuring a world premier
program ;it 7 :111 p in in the School
ill Music ..11111 Dance Concert Hall.
It is also having the premier of
-Can’t Kick It’a song and dance
olisession perfiirmed by Company
(ni;it 7 p tn in the Ilal Todd
Theatre. located irt thigh Gillis
.1 inniairt

till

’Pan African Perspectives’

"lint African
KSJS
Perspective,- -anon itirs trent 5 tip II
1.Vor) Frith%

stippori group
The S.IS1 Counseling Servire,
iv elfering a "I lay 1 e -.limn and
Suppert Iiient,- 1\ erv
triini :1 te
p ni In tilt.
Administ rat ten Itt I It rig Ii
169 Km mere interniai ea, all Jill
er Terri at 914 5141i1

’Winter Dinner’
The 5.151 Chemistry Club 1,
having a "Winter Dinner" ;it
:it F1111111,1 restaurant Ititated
II in
at :174 S First Street Firr mitre
information, call 921.25n1

’Aerohicthrin’
The
II tiniatt

fir’

riiiirr

till]

Rugby practice
The 5.151* Women’s Itugby team
I- hosting Iii. "San Jose Seahawks"
tournament at 1 p ni at Blackford
Iliglischeiol in San Mise Ftir nifirli
1111Oriliattrin Sr direction.. call Karl
Loa Far iir F.rin Cline at 65n i 1369 -

’(’ant Hick It!’
tit’ \insp. and Dance.
’The
is Moult?, I hi. "Can’t Kick It’" performance hv Company I Me :it 1 and 7
p ti in the Hal Todd Theatre, located in Hugh Gillis Hall

SI JNI)AY
Sunday Mass
The Cat lodii

I

ititnr111,111n11.

Jim

iS

the Sr Jrnmpli

tiedral For more
intorinat ion. call Ginny at 9:IS.
16111

honer t he Jini
1’1/
a

meet

mg :it noon in the Student
1(1/11111 For more intermit lion. call Victor Soares at .559-1954

Drum, Dance performance
The W’e-t Atri, an Drain and
Dance Ens,nilde 1. performing
music :111,1 dame from Ghana and
Nigeria at noon III 011’ St tint
I ’WWI Amphitheatre

Earth Day 98
Eart la Day 11S planning
trio is 11.1l’Ilig a rutting from 11 .10
in Via.tongten
to 11 ’Pi ti in
.1 ill
Stmart. It11, Rimini I IS Arit taw
iiltintimr
interested in tieing
ideits are invited
ergiini/er
tri the meeting Fur mime
In
intiirmat inn, t all Jean Simnoins it
1124-5467

Blanket Drive
The 11,,h St talent

Ministry

(’I) Release perfornaarice
it -ti 1- ter
Th,

0)22

(’Iuh Lusitania meeting
rig
Club La-limo:1

trriuus

Ma-- .11 S

I, hat trig Sunlit

dm-mania,
is
iii
Depart [mint
"Atmelitellinti" from 4 to I: rn iiit ite
Fr
Spartan Ciontiles. lvii, -II
SIIIIINan al 92.1

SATI.JRI)AY

reeling It.,
iierfiarnance at
Fer Entire
’Merin:Ppm. call 2.ss.7557
rn

1.1 Poi

Triaroiri

NI( )N )AY
Women’s Resource Center
The Wionen’- Resource Center is
having ;I general meeting ;it :1:in
purr
in
t he
Administration
Building Keen, 2ii9

African Student Union
The Airs iii St iolont rnion

’Celluloid Dreams’

KSJS iii Ts "Celluloid Dreams"
shau
from 5 to 6 p to. every
;Monday

’AA Beginners Big Book’
The Alcoholic, AnotIVIIMUIS is
tho "AA
Beginners Big
I rn
in he Allnlinist r,ii inn Badding.
hlittirri .122 li li ir Inn, information
call ’him .11 924 7555
haVi rig

1.1111111

is

hiving its anneal Blanket Drive
henelitirig the San It,.,.Arrrutnr
Homeless Table v. ill lie outside if
the adent I ritntri Iiir ,Irrin oft, For
mere mformat ion, call Boland at
Iiiv17

is

iii mg a Mooting
it
s pm
\VA ’Mined lalit am North. the
Afro :port RI -march Center

Kink" Mooting trial) [mon tri

of the cheating and violence that is occurring.
"At San Jose State we demand a high
level asocial courtesy and manners from ...
players," Mario said. "The team has rules
concerning how we should look and how we
should act. We all have to behave like
adults on the) court."
Jackie Walker, head coach for women’s
gymnastics, believes acting responsibly
goes with the privilege of being on a team.
"Any kind of behavior is not OK," Walker
said. "Publicity works both ways. I tell my
players that if they do something wrong, it
will be listed in the paper (with their title’s
alongside their names)."
In the heat of competition, Walker said
she advises gymnasts on her team to focus
on their own achievements, goals and performances whether they win or lose.
"It is a sad case when a lot of bad athletes give the wrong impression about
sports," said Karen Smith, SJSU head
women’s basketball coach. "Athletes do
many good things and it is not publicized
enough."
Off the court, the coach said she keeps
her plAyers involved in a wide assortment

"At San Jose State we
demand a high level of
social courtesy and
manners from... players.
The team has rules
concerning how we
should look and how
we should act."
Gary
Manor
assistant volleyball coach
of community service projects such as freeway cleanups, volunteering in children
shelters and reading to kids in public
schools.
"It is important for players to give back
to youths to keep role models alive for
young athletes," Smith said. "It is vital kids
know that there is a place for them to go."
Smith said during the season she)

demands good sportsmanship and teamwork from all her players.
"If you knock someone down, then you
give them a hand up," Smith said. "This is
not a sign of weakness, it is common courtesy."
Stan Morrison, men’s head basketball
coach, said the problems in sports that are
being exposed in the media are simply a
reflection of the deterioration in society.
"Sports is a microcosm of what is happening in neighborhoods, families and
schools across the country," Morrison said.
"If’ ’x’ percent of the population is binge
drinking or using drugs, it is naive to think
these problems aren’t happening among
athletes. They are a part of the student and
state population."
Morrison said as a coach he strives to
educate his players and give them an
opportunity to become aware of the issues
that confront them.
Every season he said he holds workshops
on AIDS awareness, date rape, drug abuse
and gambling.
"I try to help them make good conscious
decisions about what they do and who they
want to be," Morrison said. "I’m there to
remind them to do the right things.

World Cup: Top spots ’up for grabs’
Continued from page 1
group with the most evenly matched level
of play gets this unfortunate title. This
year’s cup will not be any different. This
year’s "Group of Death" is group D, which
features Spain, Nigeria, Paraguay and
Bulgaria. There isn’t a clear-cut favorite to
win or lose the group.
Fortunately fir these teams, being in
this group doesn’t count you out from

reaching the finals. In 1994 Italy escaped
the group and eventually lost to Brazil in
penalty shots in the final.
Brazil, the defending World Cup champions, escaped through the draw with a fairly easy first round. France should also
make it to the second round with easy
opening competition.
Before the draw, a competition was held
between all-stars from the world and the

Artique: Staff

need help

after class," said SJSU student
Thu Hoang. "It’s interesting."
Denise Murray, the chair of
Linguistics and
Language
Department, said she didn’t
know the Artique existed until
her secretary told her about it.
She said she thought it was
easier than going to the mall to
buy gifts.
A customer, SJSU student
Kathy Hotfelter, said she was
buying a bib with bears on it for
her nephew because homemade
things have more appeal.
Jeannine Slater, an academic
coordinator for the McNair
Scholars Program, brought her
handmade wreaths and dolls to
the Artique. She started her
craft by making gifts for her
family and friends.
"The dolls take from 16 to 20
hours to make," Slater said. "I

by Vic Lee
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have to paint the faces and
head then and make the
clothes. The wreaths cost about
$40 for supplies. I could make a
wreath a night."
Hand -decorated candle holders were displayed by Standish.
She decorates the glass candle
holders with handmade paper.
She said she learned how to
make paper in a class at SJSU.
She makes the paper with
different flowers. She puts
them in water with a caustic
material and lets them soak
until it becomes pulp. Then she
takes a screen to strain the
water and make the pulp flat.
She also creates rice glue for
gluing the paper to the holder.
She takes rice and water and
puts it in the blender and it
conies out glue.
"I’ve got a place in my garage
to do all of this," she said. "It’s
like kid stuff playing in water."

Continued from page 1

stars from Europe. The San Jose Clash’s
Eric Wynalda played for the World All
Stars, The World won by a score of 5-2 with
strong play by Brazil’s Ronaldo and
Argentina’s Batistuta.
The World Cup will start in a short six
months and five days. The opening match
will be between Brazil and Scotland, June
10 at Saint-Denis. The U.S. first match will
be against Germany on June 15 in Paris,
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